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Pure style is the only way to describe this stunning suite. The Telford beam in medium oak finish is used in
conjunction with our Platinum grey cast brick chamber with honed black granite hearth and rear base. The
suite is completed with our FlameView ST1 High Efficiency gas stove. This all new stove has been designed
with a large ceramic glass widow for the ultimate view, very realistic high definition logs enhanced by the leaping
flames all effortlessly controlled by remote control. An up to date stove manufactured to the latest rigorous
regulations thus achieving CE approval. Design, gas fire manufacture and assembly made in UK.
E&OE

Fire resistant beams
manufactured in the uk by craftsmen
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Our innovative beams have been designed using formulated materials that have evolved
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Each individual beam and leg are hand made and meticulously finished by craftsmen of
great skill achieving the realism for which our product have become renowned.
Much care has been taken to ensure our beams and leg uprights emulate real wood and this
can be seen with our authentic finish which even includes all typical markings you would find
in an old wooden beam, including shakes, holes and end grain etc.
The realistic appearance of our beams has not been left to chance as each design has been
faithfully reproduced from carefully selected timbers originating from ancient buildings.
Our beams offer many advantages over natural timber beams, including being fire resistant
which is very important when most beams are fixed near to a heat producing appliance.
There are strict regulations and restrictions relating to the positioning of natural timbers
near to hot fires or appliances, our new formulated beams open up a whole new world of
fireplace design possibilities. Also warping and twisting that are normally associated with
natural wood beams will be a problem of the past.
Our range of designs is expanding rapidly, our talented design team have successfully
perfected random stone chambers and random stone pillar fascias, the results are
simply stunning, especially when used in conjunction with one of our beam designs. The
chambers and fascias will fit many typical chimneys with ease, which usually is not the
case with individual natural stone pieces that would require major chimney adaptation
to enable the pieces to fit.
Our designs really do create a special ambience, a sight to be enjoyed, just add the
flickering candle light and a roaring fire and you will be in another cosy world that will be
difficult to resist.
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Important Note
All beams, chambers, hearths and fireplaces etc are only suitable for compatible closed burning appliances. Open burning appliances
of any type are not suitable and must not be used.
This brochure is for the sole purpose of showing our range of Inglebeams and cast products, therefore any other product shown
within this brochure including, appliances, hearths, stonework, ornaments etc is not part of any Inglebeam or cast product sale. If you
are interested in any other fireplace product shown, described or used to compliment an Inglebeam or cast product in this brochure,
please contact your retailer for further details.
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Any description used to any product is in the view of the editor only and must not be used as a factual statement.

with York corners

Every effort has been made to show correct colour representation, however no guarantees can be given due to the printing process.
Each beam is unique when finished therefore colour and shading will vary. Dimensions are approximate.
All of our products must be installed by suitably qualified, competent and experienced installers complying with all relevant building
regulations and any rules in force. All products should be inspected before installation, for quality and damage. No refunds will be given
regarding this if the product is installed without customer confirming the goods are of good quality and without damage prior to installation.
Newman Fireplaces Ltd policy is one of continuing improvement, we therefore reserve the right to alter material, design, and
specification without prior notice, also we reserve the right to discontinue any product at any time. It is advised you contact your
fireplace retailer before surveying and planning your installation who should advise if there are any known changes.
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Widecombe
Standard widths:
1220mm, 1372mm and 1524mm.
Depth: 125mm. Height: 150mm.
Available in light oak and
dark oak finish.
1220mm wide version shown.

Our newest addition to our timber effect beam range.
Superb realism with every detail of the original solid oak beam
that was retrieved form an old Welsh barn shown to perfection.
Size shown: 1220mm wide version of the Widecombe beam complimented
with honed granite hearths and the Newman FlameView Quantum gas
stove. The stove is previewed to be available the end of 2019.
Note down lights only suitable for gas or electric fires.
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A stunning focal point of perfect proportions. Snuggle down in
front of this impressive beam and enjoy every fine detail of this
reproduction 17th Century Cornish Farmhouse beam. Your
friends will not believe it is not the original. A versatile design
that will suit most rooms.

Standard width: 1200mm.
Special width sizes available subject to a maximum of 1905mm.
Depth: 100mm. Height: 150mm.
Size of model shown. 1200mm.
Available in light and dark oak finish.
Shown with Somerford SE multi fuel stove and random travertine hearth.

Clovelly
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Telford

Standard widths:
915mm, 1220mm, 1372mm, and 1525mm.
Depth: 150mm. Height: 125mm.
Size of model shown: 1372mm.
Available in light oak and medium oak finish.
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Lynton Suite

An eye catching suite; shown with our superb Telford Beam in light oak finish, possessing extreme realism
and charm, a honed Azul grey hearth and rear base is used, this beautiful natural stone possesses its
own unique character and movement making each piece truly unique. The suite is completed with our
FlameView ST1 High Efficiency gas stove. This all new stove has been designed with a large ceramic
glass widow for the ultimate view, very realistic high definition logs enhanced by the leaping flames all
effortlessly controlled by hand held remote control. An up to date stove manufactured to the latest rigorous
regulations thus achieving CE approval. Design, gas fire manufacture and assembly made in UK.

Hartland

Standard widths:
1200mm, 1350mm and 1500mm
Special width sizes available up to 1981mm wide
subject to request.		
Depth: 140mm.

Height: 110mm.

Size of model shown: 1500mm wide.
Available in light oak and dark oak finish.

Shown with: Vista Perfetto SE multi fuel
stove and hearth in random travertine.
Standard widths:
48" (1220mm), 54" (1372mm), 60" (1524mm)
Special width sizes available up to 61" (1549mm) wide subject to request.
Depth: 130mm.

Height: 170mm.

Size of model shown: 61" (1549mm).
Available in light oak and dark oak finish.
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Hartland

A more rugged beam with immense character and timeless
appeal. This is also another great find as the original beam
was also found at the same 300 year old Devon Barn as
our Bideford design. We could not resist recreating this fine
piece. We take extreme care to ensure that all the original
features are faithfully reproduced to ensure that this visual
delight can be enjoyed for generations to come. A beam to
grace many rooms that will be enjoyed time and again by
everyone who has the pleasure to view.
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Clayton

Shown with: Somerford SE multi fuel stove
and hearth in random travertine.
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For customers who like brick as their choice we have developed our Clayton cast fireplace with brick effect
rustic finish complete with the Clayton timber effect beam. Shown in; 1524mm wide version in rustic
brick finish complimented with honed black granite hearths and the Newman FlamView ST1 gas stove.

Standard widths:
1220mm, 1372mm and 1524mm

Inglebeam
collection

Clayton cast brick effect available in
Rustic or Platinum grey brick finish.
Clayton beam available in dark oak
or light oak finish.

Stoneleigh

A brand new range of stone finished beams faithfully reproduced
from natural sandstone, all the beauty and fine detailing of the
natural stone has been successfully captured with stunning results.
Size shown: 1220mm wide Stoneleigh beam in Yorkshire Cream finish, complimented
with honed black granite hearths and the Newman Flame View Quantum gas stove.
The stove is previewed to be available the end of 2019.

The Stonehenge incorporates the Stoneleigh beam with the addition
of matching legs, creating a wonderful focal point. Rebates are
available to suite various slip sets ideal for inset fires or alternatively
without rebates to suite free standing stoves with a chamber.
Size shown: 1220mm wide version complimented with Vulcan black granite hearth
and slip set and the Gotham 750 electric fire.

Available in either Yorkshire Cream
or Pembrokeshire grey finish.
Standard widths:
1220mm, 1372mm and 1524mm.
Leg heights can be made up to
1220mm high.
Beam Depth: 125mm.
Beam Height: 150mm.
Leg Depth: 125mm.
Leg Width: 150mm.

Our beams offer many advantages over wooden
beams, including being non combustible which
is very important Available
when inmost
beamsCream
are fixed
either Yorkshire
or Pembrokeshire
grey finish.also there
near to a heat producing
appliance,
will be no warpingStandard
or twisting
with each beam
widths:
which can be a common
problem
with wood.
1220mm, 1372mm and 1524mm.
Each beam has a guaranteed finish every time.
Depth:
150mm.
Currently there are
two125mm.
beamHeight:
designs
to our
range the Bideford and Hartland. Both designs
are available in light or dark oak finish.
The Bideford and Hartland are available
in three standard lengths, 1220mm (48”),
1372mm (54”) and 1524mm (60”). We are
also able to offer custom made lengths subject
to specification.
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A complete rustic effect surround without the fire hazards of
natural timbers. Without exception this design is created using
solid oak original timbers, this time from an original 300 year
old Devon barn. A sheer visual delight, boasting legs that are set
back from the main beam and leg returns that extend into the
chimney fire opening creating a very natural look. A cosy and
impressive design.

Our beams offer many advantages over wooden
beams, including being non combustible which
is very important when most beams are fixed
near to a heat producing appliance, also there
will be no warping or twisting with each beam
which can be a common problem with wood.
Each beam has a guaranteed finish every time.
Currently there are two beam designs to our
range the Bideford and Hartland. Both designs
are available in light or dark oak finish.
The Bideford and Hartland are available
in three standard lengths, 1220mm (48”),
1372mm (54”) and 1524mm (60”). We are
also able to offer custom made lengths subject
to specification.
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Standard widths:
1200mm and 1350mm.
Special width sizes available subject to request up to 1625mm wide.
Depth: 70mm. Height: 200mm.
Special leg heights available up to 860mm.
Leg width and depth: Width 150mm. Depth: 100mm.
Size of model shown: 1200mm wide and 860mm high.
Available in light and dark oak finish.

Shown with: Warmington SE multi fuel
stove and honed black granite hearth.

Exmoor

Bideford

18

What a find, an original 300 year old Devon Barn constructional beam that we have used for this design.
A beam with simplicity with fantastic detailing makes this design of great proportions and balance. This
wonderful beam will bring life with its natural realism and homely feel to most rooms whether old or new.
Elegant proportions and fine detailing will have you wanting to come home and enjoy this fantastic feature.
Shown with:
		

Somerford SE multi fuel stove and random travertine hearth, page 12.
Berkeley SE multi fuel stove and Venetian sandstone hearth, page 13.
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Milan Coffee Table
Our beautiful Milan coffee table has been designed in house to compliment our range of beams
effortlessly. The original timbers from a 19th Century barn have been used to recreate the Milan
coffee table top, all the original details have been kept thus creating a table that possesses the
character and Charm of the original timbers but without many of the disadvantages that natural
timbers possess. A perfect addition that is sure to enhance any living space effortlessly.
Size: Width: 1200mm Depth: 762mm Height: 415mm
Available in: light, medium or dark oak finish.
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Standard widths:
1070mm, 1200mm, 1350mm and 1500mm.
Special width sizes available up to 2159mm wide subject to request.
Depth: 150mm. Height: 100mm.
Size of model shown: 1200mm.
Available in light oak and dark oak finish.
Shown with: Somerford SE multi fuel stove with a random travertine hearth.
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York

Shown with: Fowey beam, Warmington SE multi fuel stove and honed black granite hearth.

So, so realistic, our reproduction stone chamber and stone facia ooze the charm of the
original natural stone blocks the design originated giving your fireplace a natural and
impressive look with the character and workmanship of true craftsmen. Creates an
absolutely visual delight when used in conjunction with one of our beams. Designed to
allow installation into most chimneys without the dimensional constraints of solid stone
blocks. Will take centre stage to every room that this masterpiece adorns.
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The chamber panels create a maximum overall size of
1000mm wide x 1000mm high x 500mm deep.
Finished internal fire opening shown:
762mm wide x 870mm high x 350mm deep.
Maximum leg corner height available: 1000mm
Note: It is possible to reduce the size of the chamber and leg
corners to suit smaller builder openings by cutting to size by your
installer; this should be discussed and surveyed with your retailer /
installer before purchasing.
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Standard widths:
1070mm, 1200mm, 1350mm and 1500mm.
Special width sizes available up to 2159mm wide
and 2159mm high, subject to request.
Size of model shown: 1200mm wide
with 860mm high legs.

Berrynarbor

Leg face width: 100mm. Leg depth to 90mm.
Available in light oak and dark oak finish.
Shown with: Cheshire S/E multi fuel stove with a
natural Medistone Smooth slip set and honed black
granite hearth.

Standard widths:
48" (1220mm), 54" (1372mm), 60" (1524mm)
Special width sizes available up to 61" (1549mm) wide subject to request.
Depth: 130mm.

Height: 170mm.

Size of model shown: 61" (1549mm).
Available in light oak and dark oak finish.
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Incorporating our beautiful Bideford beam with the addition of leg
uprights meticulously reproduced from original solid oak timbers
from a 300 year old Devon Barn. A truly wonderful design that
can be used with suitable back panels allowing more conventional
fires to be used. Can also be used for chamber models. This elegant
design is sure to impress.

Standard widths:
1200mm 1350mm and 1500mm.
Special width sizes available up to
1625mm wide subject to request.
Depth: 70mm. Height: 200mm.
Size of model shown: 1200mm: Page 20.
1500mm: Page 21.

Shown with Vista Perfetto SE multi fuel
stove and Venetian sandstone hearth.

Available in light oak and dark oak finish.
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Standard widths:
48" (1220mm), 54" (1372mm), 60" (1524mm)
Special width sizes available up to 61" (1549mm) wide subject to request.
Depth: 130mm.

Height: 170mm.

Size of model shown: 61" (1549mm).
Available in light oak and dark oak finish.
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A fine reproduction beam of immense character and statue. Our
constructional techniques really do show off the original details to perfection,
every knot, grain and fine detailing is captured from the original Dartmoor
barn it was taken. A deep beam with more slim line projection from the
chimney creates a stunning visual delight. This beam appears so realistic you
can nearly smell the fine oak timber aroma seeping from the original.

Dartmoor

Inglebeam
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Standard widths:
1200mm, 1350mm and 1500mm.
Special width sizes available up to
2159mm wide subject to request.
Depth: 150mm.

Height: 100mm.

Size of model shown: 1200mm.
Available in light oak and dark oak finish.
Medistone leg sections:
Standard sizes: 835mm high.

Standard widths:
48" (1220mm), 54" (1372mm), 60" (1524mm)
Special width sizes available up to 61" (1549mm) wide subject to request.
Depth: 130mm.

Height: 170mm.

Size of model shown: 61" (1549mm).
Available in light oak and dark oak finish.
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Incorporating our striking Bideford design beam with its fine detailing
combined with hand crafted Medistone smooth natural stone bevelled leg
sections creating a design of simplicity but with immense presence. Shown
with a matching Medistone hearth and rustic brick design chamber. The
combination of materials used create a spectacular design giving a wow
factor to any room.
Shown with: FlameView ST1 H/E Gas stove.

Bideford

with Peguera

Fowey
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Standard widths:
1200mm, 1350mm, and 1524mm.
Special width sizes available up to 1524mm wide
subject to request.
Depth: 130mm.

Height: 170mm.

Size of model shown: 1524mm.
Available in light oak and dark oak finish.

Shown with: FlameView ST1 H/E gas
stove with a random travertine hearth.

Full of rustic charm, this masterpiece of a beam
captures the atmosphere and character of the
original. Faithfully reproduced from an original
solid oak constructional beam of a 17th century
Cornish barn, with every fine detail being carefully
reproduced. This beam is ideal for many homes
from a more period property or as a unique feature
in more modern settings. Sit down and enjoy the
warmth this stunning centre piece portrays.
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Branscombe

Standard widths:
1200mm, 1350mm and 1500mm.
Special width sizes available up to 2159mm wide
subject to request.
Depth: 150mm.

Height: 100mm.

Leg dimensions: Width 150mm. Depth 85mm.
Height: Made to measure subject to request.
Size shown: 1200mm with 860mm high legs.

Shown with : Somerford SE multi fuel stove
with a Venetian sandstone hearth.
Available in light and dark oak finish.
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Our Branscombe model incorporates our superb Bideford
beam, with additional legs faithfully reproduced from original
300 year old oak timbers to compliment. Shown with our
York chamber, this design is simply stunning and a pleasure
to behold. Will transform any room with ease.

Netherton

Standard widths:
1200mm, 1350mm, and 1500mm.
Special width sizes available up to 1830mm
wide subject to request.
Depth: 105mm. Height: 200mm.
Size of model shown: 1350mm.
Available in light oak and dark oak finish.
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This sturdy beam will grace any room from period to modern. We could not resist
reproducing this beautiful 18th century Devon farmhouse beam to its former glory.
Depicting all the features and fine detailing of the original this beam looks simply
sensational. Sit back and relax and enjoy the charms of this delightful work of art.

Shown with: Flame View ST1 H/E gas stove
with a natural Medistone Smooth hearth.

Bideford

with York design stone corners

A stunning combination of our Bideford design beam with
York Stone design corners. The image shown incorporates
a plain vermiculite chamber coloured white using suitable
paint with Venetian sandstone hearth and rear base.
You will want to arrive home as soon as possible to enjoy
the homely ambience of this fantastic design, will change
the dread of those forthcoming long winter nights into real
pleasure as you sit in front of the cosy fire.
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Standard widths:
1200mm, 1350mm, and 1500mm.
Special width sizes available up to 2159mm wide
subject to request.
Depth: 150mm. Height: 100mm.
Size of model shown: 1500mm.
Available in light oak and dark oak finish.
York design stone corners:
Height: 1000mm.
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Shown with: Berkeley SE multi fuel stove
and Venetian sandstone hearth.

Telford
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Tavistock Suite

Standard widths:
1220mm, 1372mm, and 1524mm.
Depth: 150mm.

A superb new addition to our Inglebeam collection. This
impressive beam is sure to take centre stage and will be
equally at home in both modern and traditional interiors.
This beam has been replicated from more plain origins but
is enhanced by its magnificent finely detailed veining that
the original timber possessed. Impressive realism makes it
nearly impossible to distinguish from natural wood.
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Height: 125mm.

Size of model shown: 1220mm.
Available in light oak and medium oak finish.
Builders opening required for the Tavistock suite shown
890mm (W) x 430mm (D) x 950mm (H)
Note: It is possible to reduce the size of the chamber to
suit smaller builders opening, this should be discussed
with your retailer/installer before purchasing.

Tavistock suite, shown in light oak finish.
This magnificent centre piece is completed using our Rustic finish cast chamber with distinctive wrap
around fascia, honed black granite hearth and the Somerford Smoke Exempt Multi Fuel Stove.
Brick design cast chamber with wrap around fascia available in Rustic and Platinum grey finish.
Granite available in honed and polished finish.

